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ABSTRACT 

The fractional – order capacitors add an additional degree of freedom over conventional 

capacitors in circuit design and facilitate circuit configurations that would be impractical 

or impossible to implement with conventional capacitors. 

We propose a generic strategy for fractional-order capacitor fabrication that integrates 

layers of conductive, semiconductor and ferroelectric polymer materials to create a 

composite with significantly improved constant phase angle, constant phase zone, and 

phase angle variation performance. Our approach involves a combination of dissolving the 

polymer powders, mixing distinct phases and making a film and capacitor of it. The 

resulting stack consisting of ferroelectric polymer-based composites shows constant phase 

angle over a broad range of frequencies. 

To prove the viability of this method, we have successfully fabricated fractional-order 

capacitors with the following: nanoparticles such as multiwall carbon nanotube 

(MWCNT), Molybdenum sulfide (MoS2) inserted ferroelectric polymers and PVDF based 

ferroelectric polymer blends. They show better performance in terms of fabrication cost 

and dynamic range of constant phase angle compared to fractional order capacitor from 

graphene percolated polymer composites. These results can be explained by a universal 

percolation model, where the combination of electron transport in fillers and the dielectric 

relaxation time distribution of the permanent dipoles of ferroelectric polymers increase the 

constant phase angle level and constant phase zone of fractional-order capacitors.  

This approach opens up a new avenue in fabricating fractional capacitors involving a 

variety of heterostructures combining the different fillers and different matrixes.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Fractional-order capacitors 

Capacitors, resistors, and inductors are fundamental and ubiquitous passive circuit 

elements which are used for the storing, dissipating and controlling the electrical and 

magnetic energy in the systems. Their impedance can be generalized as  

( )

D
Z

j



=                                                         (1.1) 

where   is the cyclic frequency, D  is the constant coefficient, j  is the unit 

imaginary number and   represents the phase angle of impedance, Z . Three integer 

values of  , 1, 0, and -1, lead to the pure inductor, pure resistor, or pure capacitor, 

respectively. Although thus elements have been around us for 250 years, the 

understanding and designing of conventional resistor-capacitor, and resistor-inductor 

circuits, and the capacitor-inductor and the resistor-capacitor-inductor has remained 

essentially unchanged. The main reason for this is that only integer-order differential 

equations are used in circuit design [1, 2]. 

However, great improvements in the study of fractional calculus, a branch of 

mathematics dealing with non-integer order derivation and integration, have been 

achieved over the last four decades [3]. In the meantime, the fractional-order 

generalization has been used for circuit/device design and modeling in various field 

such as biomedicine [4], energy ‐ storage and generation [5], agriculture [6], 

electromagnetics [7], and control systems [8]. Huge efforts have been made to 

generalize the conventional theorems into fractional-order cases.  

For instance, if the  , in Equation 1.1 takes non-integer value between -1 and 1, 

then this element can be modeled as a fractional-order element (FOE). Studies show 

that the concept of an FOE provides an additional degree of freedom and versatility in 

modeling, characterizing, and implementing novel circuit components in a wide 

spectrum of disciplines: viz. energy-storage and instance generation device modeling 
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[5, 9-11], sensor design [12, 13], corrosion modeling and characterization [14, 15], 

neural-system modeling [16-18], bio-impedance characterization [4, 19], control-

system design [8, 20], heat diffusion control [21, 22], electromagnetic system design 

[23, 24] and electronic circuit design [2, 25-29] with potentially many others. 

Particularly, if the   takes between 0 and 1, then it is called fractional-order 

capacitor (FOC) as given in Table 1.1. Equation 1.1 becomes,  

( )

1
FOCZ

j C



=                                                    (1.2) 

where C  is the pseudo-capacitance with units 1/ ( )s . 

  Then, the capacitive current-voltage relationship can be written with fractional 

derivative [30]: 

c
c

d V
I C

dt



 
=                                                       (1.3) 

where cI  is the current and cV  is the applied voltage to the FOC. The fractional-

order differential equation can be solved using Riemann-Liouville derivative (which is 

the most famous among other definitions) [31] denoted 0 tD
 as follows 

0 1

0

V (t)1
V (t)

(m ) (t )

tm

c
t c m m

d
D d

dt






  + −

 
=  

 − − 
                               (1.4) 

where   is the Euler’s gamma function and m  is the nearest integer to 

(satisfying m 1 m−   ). One of the most striking differences between integer-order 

and fractional-order derivative is that the fractional-order derivative depends on the  

 

Table 1.1: Impedance, order and phase angle of Inductor, Resistor, Capacitor, and FOC  

Components Inductor Resistor Capacitor FOC 

Impedance 
Z j L=  

Z R=  
1/ ( )j C  1/ [( ) ]Z j C

=  

  1 = −  0 =  1 =  0 1   

  90 =   0 =  90 = −   90 0−     
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previous history of function (in this case, applied voltage) while integer-order 

derivative depends only on the initial and final state of the applied voltage. It is 

important to mention here that fractional-order initial condition has to be defined when 

differential equation is solved in Riemann-Liouville derivative. Alternatively, one can 

use Caputo’s fractional-order definition as given [32] 

( )

0 1

0

V (t)1
V (t)

(m ) (t )

t m

c
t c m

D d




  + −
=
 − −                                    (1.5) 

where 
( )V m

c  is the m -th derivation (respect to time) of applied voltage. Here, initial 

conditions of fractional-order differential equations are not necessary, since it is already 

defined in the integer-order derivatives. Both definitions are equivalent when the initial 

conditions are set to 0. Furthermore, there are also several numerical methods such as 

Grunwald-Letnikov derivatives, which can be used to compute fractional order 

derivatives. 

So, we could summarize the advantage of FOC over a conventional capacitor in two 

major points.  

1. The fractional-order,   of the FOC, offers immense freedom and versatility 

to design the circuits with the desired transfer function, while only 0 = (pure 

resistor) and 1 =  (pure capacitor) is used in conventional circuits. For 

instance, simulation studies show that replacing a capacitor with FOC 

counterparts in oscillators helps to get output voltage with significantly 

increased frequencies. Another example, replacing an integrator capacitor with 

an FOC in a temperature controller virtually eliminates the overshoot and 

windup effect due to the time spent in actuator saturation and drastically reduces 

the time required to stabilize the temperature [8]. 

2. An FOC could facilitate circuit configurations that would be impractical or 

impossible to implement with conventional capacitors due to the prehistory 

memory effect as discussed in fractional-order derivatives. For instance, 

theoretical study shows that FOCs offer better accuracy than conventional 

passive circuit elements in the modeling of the spiking properties of the neurons 
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by introducing the capability of accounting for capacitive memory effects [33]. 

Theoretical studies show that FOCs pave the way new class of circuits that 

mimic the human brain and memory. 

Considering that 50 billion electronic devices are expected to connect to the internet 

in the internet of things (IoT) framework in 2020, and capacitors are one of the 

ubiquitous components of such electronic devices, it is highly desirable to have an FOC 

that is single component, lightweight,  dielectric-based and printed-circuit-board 

(PCB) compatible [34, 35], and that could operate over a wide frequency band with a 

precise constant phase angle (CPA) and/or minimum CPA variation. 

It is important to mention here that, it may be possible to design a circuit with the 

desired   between 0 and 1 by connecting pure capacitor and resistor but it gives the 

desired   only at a certain frequency as shown in Figure 1.1.  

 

Figure 1.1. Fractional-order capacitor concept. Phase angle versus frequency and 

voltage, V and current, I response of the R, C, RC, and fractional circuit  
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1.2  Literature survey 

There are several attempts to realize FOC, and generally, fabricated FOCs exhibit 

constant phase angle (CPA) over several decades as seen in shown in Figure 1.2. The 

operation frequency range of FOC called constant phase zone (CPZ) and the maximum 

absolute difference between target CPA and the measured maximum phase angle within 

CPZ called CPA error or CPA variation.  

 

Figure 1.2. FOC basics. a) Phase response of FOC versus frequency and b) 

Impedance magnitude of FOC versus frequency 
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We can classify fabricated FOCs into five main categories based on the fabrication 

technology:  

1. Resistor-capacitor (RC) ladders FOCs [36, 37], 

2. Liquid electrode-based (LEB) FOCs [38-40],  

3. Geometry-related fractal (FT) FOCs [41],  

4. CMOS-based emulator FOCs [42, 43], 

5. Composite FOCs [35]. 

 

1. RC ladders FOC. An RC ladder FOC, the earliest approach dates back 1960 is 

designed by using a network of different resistors and capacitors as shown in Figure 

1.3, where each section (or branch) provides the specific peak in the frequency 

spectrum, which cumulatively represents non-integer-order transfer function, to 

approximate the term (j )  in Equation 1.1 [37]. Depending on the topology, 

different approximations, such as those of Carlson [44], Matsuda [45], El-Khazali [46], 

Valsa [37], Oustaloup [47], and the continued fraction expansion (CFE) [48] method, 

are used to determine the required RC values.  As the number of components increase, 

the approximation becomes more accurate. 

 

 

Figure 1.3. RC ladder FOC [49] . a) Valsa topology for FOC design b) Analogue 

realization of the FOC c) Phase angle versus frequency of FOC built in Figure3 (a). 
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One disadvantage of this approach is that an accurate approximation of the desired 

fractional behavior over broad operation frequency range requires a very large number 

of resistors and capacitors which increase the cost of the network. In addition, the 

required the resistors and capacitors are also not practical values such as 1 F  as 

shown in Figure 1.3. Therefore still, commercially available RC ladder network type 

FOCs are not existed in the market. This method is usually adopted for basic testing 

and verification purposes. 

To alleviate this problem, we design FOC that achieves a broad operating frequency 

range (about four decades) from the commercially available RC components while 

using the same RC ladder structure as other methods, namely Foster II, as shown in 

Figure 1.4. Instead of solving the equations using the abovementioned approximations 

around the specific frequency (central frequency) range, a genetic algorithm was 

employed to find the required resistance and capacitances among the commercially 

available component list, where the sum of the real and imaginary parts of the overall 

impedance of the network was optimized in the desired frequency range. 

 

Cn Rn

R2C2

R1C1

R0

 

Figure. 1.4 The RC ladder network known as Foster II topology. 
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Initialize 
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Selection Crossover Mutation

Fitness 

Evaluation

Terminate?
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DONE
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INPUTS:
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Pseudo-capacitance,

Frequency BW, fi and ff ,  

Number of branches,

Available set of R{} and C {}

 

Figure 1.5. Flowchart for finding the circuit element values by the genetic algorithm. 

 

The impedance of the RC network, RCZ  in Figure 1.4 is expressed by the following 

equation:  

1

1
0

1 1
(j )

1

j

n

RC
i

i

i

Z
R

R
C





−

=

  
  
  = + 
  +  

  

                                   (1.6) 

where n is the number of branches, and R and C are the resistance and capacitance of 

resistors and capacitors, respectively. 

To extract the required C and R values, the mixed-integer genetic algorithm (a 

metaheuristic mimics the process of natural selection theory) as schematized in Figure 

1.5. was used [50]. Here, we optimized the impedance of the RC network. The 

construction of a genetic algorithm workflow scheduling problem can be divided into 

four parts.  

1. Input parameters: The desired CPA, pseudocapacitance, number of branches, 

frequency range, capacitors, and resistors are provided. 

2. The random indices (gene: a single encoding of part of the solution space) from 

the available resistors and capacitors are assigned to create a solution 

(chromosome: a string of genes that represents the solution), and the population 

(possible solution sets) is created around the assigned genes. 

3. The fitness value (also known as the cost of function) of the solution set is 

determined by the following equation  
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( ) ( )Real( Real( ) Imag( Imag( )

Real( ) Imag( )

RC Ideal RC Ideal

Ideal Ideal

Z Z Z Z
F abs abs

Z Z

− −   
= +   

   
        (1.7) 

where IdealZ  and RCZ are the target impedance and the impedance obtained from the 

genetic algorithm, respectively.  

If the average fitness of the initially defined population is not strong enough to meet 

the terminate conditions, a new generation is created by selecting the parents with better 

fitness from the population for reproduction and crossover (between 0 and 1), followed 

by mutation. Afterward, the reproduced (children) chromosomes are replaced with 

chromosomes with less fitness value. Thus, a new population is generated and, again, 

tested with a fitness function. The solution (chromosome) that provides a minimum 

value of F in equation 1.7 is saved. Generation continues until 

1. the condition satisfies (F=0);  

2. the generation number reaches the defined maximum generation number; or 

3. no progress occurs in the fitness value of the population within the defined stall 

generation number.  

For our RC network design purposes, we decided on the following:  

• A frequency range between 
610if = Hz and 

910ff = Hz (A total of 1,000 points 

divided into n logarithmically equal sections were used.). 

• A resistor range between 1 iR =   and 
710  fR =   (A total of 1,000 points 

divided into n logarithmically equal sections were used.) 

• Capacitors range between 
610  nFiC −=  and 

910  nFiC −= (A total of 1,000 points 

divided into n logarithmically equal sections were used.) 

• The population size was set to 100.  

• The crossover rate was set to 0.5.  

• The maximum stall generation number was set to 125. 

  • The maximum number of generations was set to 10,000 
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Figure 1.6 a) A simulated phase angle and b) Pseudocapacitance versus frequency at 

the desired pseudocapacitance. c) A simulated phase angle and d) pseudocapacitance 

versus frequency at the desired phase angle. Impedances were optimized at a frequency 

range between 
610if = Hz and 

910ff = Hz.  
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 Figure 1.6(a) shows the MatLab numerical simulations results of the phase 

angle of the RC network versus the frequency at different desired   values ( 1 0.25 =

, 2 0.50 = , and 3 0.75 = , which correspond to CPAs of 22.5−  , 45−  , and 

67.5−  , respectively) while the desired pseudocapacitance and number of branches 

were set to 
8 0.510  C Fs

− −= and 5n = , respectively. It can be seen that the desired and 

simulated phase angles at a frequency range of interest were in agreement. Thus, the 

maximum CPA deviation, 2.5 was observed. Furthermore, the pseudocapacitances 

( C 1 ( )FOCZ

 = ) of the network could be derived from equation 1.1, and figure 1.6 

b plots the desired and simulated pseudocapacitances versus frequency. The maximum 

deviation in pseudocapacitance (between simulated and target pseudocapacitances) was 

limited to only 1%. Figures 1.6(c) and 3(d) indicate that it is also possible to build an 

FOC with the desired phase angle at different pseudocapacitances. The deviation 

between the desired and simulated values were limited to 2.5   and 1% for the phase 

angle and pseudocapacitances, respectively. 

Next, we compared the performance of the designed RC network using the genetic 

algorithm (GA) with the state-of-the-art models, namely the Oustaloup and CFE 

methods, to show the advantages of the GA. Figure 1.7(a) illustrates the phase angle 

response of the circuits designed using the Oustaloup method, CFE approximations, 

and GA models versus frequency. Here, the desired bandwidth, number of branches, 

phase angle, and pseudocapacitance were set to the four decades (
210if = Hz and 

610if = Hz), 5n = , 45CPA = −  , and 
7 0.510  C Fs

− −= , respectively. The central 

frequencies for both Oustaloup and CFE were set to the 
410if = Hz. It is important to 

note that a number of branches n  correspond to the order of approximations in the 

Oustaloup method and CFE approximations as well. It can be seen form Figure 1.7 that 

all three models provided an almost similar phase response as the target phase angle 

near the central frequency specifically, between 
310 Hz and 

510 Hz. However, errors in 
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the CPA for the approximation models increased significantly when the frequency was 

two decades above or below the central frequency, while the CPA from the GA kept 

satisfying the target at the frequency range of interest. Furthermore, Figure 1.7(b) plots 

a normalized (percentage) histogram of phase angle deviation from the CPA. It shows 

that the maximum CPA deviation in the GA was limited to 2.5  , while an error of 

25  (at 100 Hz)was obtained in the Oustaloup and CFE results. 

 Since there was no control over the RC values obtained from the Oustaloup and CFE 

methods, the correction with commercially available resistor-capacitor kits was 

required in order to build the circuits. This correction was not necessary in the case of 

the GA. Indeed, it was possible to upload available RC values to the MatLab, and the 

GA could perform the optimization using only uploaded values. Figure 1.7(c) compares 

the simulated phase angle response of the corrected RC network using the Oustaloup, 

CFE, and phase angle responses of an RC network using the GA while commercially 

available resistor (YAGEO 0603 resistor kit) and capacitor (muRATA C0603 capacitor 

kit) kits were used. The rest of the simulation setup was identical with the simulation 

setup in Fig. 4a. The maximum error in the CPA obtained from both approximation 

methods were further increased to compare with the uncorrected one, but no significant 

change was observed in the CPA of the circuit obtained using the GA. Figure 1.7 (d) 

plots the normalized (percentage) histogram of the phase angle deviation from the CPA. 

It indicates that the maximum CPA deviation in the GA was limited to 2.5  , whereas 

a 40  (at 100 Hz)error was obtained in the Oustaloup and CFE approximation results.  

Table 1.2 summarizes the properties and compares the performance of RC circuits 

built using the Oustaloup, CFE, and GA models. The desired bandwidth, phase angle, 

and pseudocapacitance were set to four decades (
210if = Hz and 

610if = Hz), 

45CPA = −  , and 
7 0.510  C Fs

− −= , respectively. The table clearly shows that the RC 

network built using the GA—even with one RC branch less than that of the RC 

networks built using Oustaloup and CFE approximations—produced better results (i.e 

wide bandwidth) compared with the RC networks built using Oustaloup and CFE 

approximations 
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Figure 1.7. a) A simulated phase angle response of the RC network using the 

Oustaloup, CFE, and GA methods. b) Normalized (percentage) histogram of phase 

angle deviation from the CPA in (a). c) Phase angle response of the corrected RC 

network using the Oustaloup, CFE, and phase angle responses of the RC network using 

the GA while commercially available kits were used. d) Normalized (percentage) 

histogram of phase angle deviation from the CPA in (c). Impedances were optimized at 

a frequency range between 
210if = Hz and 

610ff = Hz.  

TABLE 1.2: Comparison 

Symbol Oustaloup CFE This work This work 

Method Imp. Appr Const. Expan GA GA 

Topology Foster II Foster II Foster II Foster II 

Number of Branches 5 5 4 5 

Number of R and C elements 11 11 9 11 

CPA Variation  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

BW (Decades) 2.7 3 3.2 4 
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Figure 1.8. a) Simulated phase angles and b) pseudocapacitance responses of the 

different RC networks versus frequency.  

 

Another advantage of the proposed GA is its suitability for any RC ladder topologies, 

such as Cauier I, Cauier II, and Foster I. By simply replacing the overall impedance 

equation with the impedance equation of the desired topology, it is possible to find the 

required resistance and capacitance values to build an FOC with the desired electrical 

properties. Note that the electrical impedance of such networks can be found elsewhere 

[51]. Figures 1.8(a) and 1.8(b) show the phase responses of four RC topologies, namely 

Cauier I, Cauier II, Foster I, and Foster II; the target phase angle, pseudocapacitance, 

and frequency bandwidth were set to 45−  , 
8 0.510  C Fs

− −= , and four decades (

210if = Hz and 
610if = Hz). Here, a total of 11 resistors and capacitors (n=5) were 

employed for all topologies. The deviation between the desired and simulated values 

were limited to 2.5   and 1% for phase angle and pseudocapacitances for all 

topologies. 
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Figure 1.9. The target, simulated, and measured a) phase angles and b) 

pseudocapacitance responses of the RC network versus frequency. The inset in Figure 

6(a) shows the fabricated network on a printed circuit board.  

 

To fabricate an FOC, a total of 89 capacitors (between 
135 10  F−  and 

62 10  F−

, muRATA C0603 capacitor kit) and 160 resistors (between 1   and 
710   , YAGEO 

0603 resistor kit) were employed in the GA to design an FOC from the Foster II RC 

network with five branches. Here, the phase angle, pseudocapacitance, and operating 

frequency range of the FOC were set to 45−  ,
7 0.510  C Fs

− −= , and four decades (

210if = Hz and 
610if = Hz). The fabricated network on 2×2 cm PCB is displayed in 

the Figure 1.9(a) inset. Figures 1.9(a) and 1.9(b) plot the target, simulated, and 

measured phase angles, and pseudocapacitance response of the RC network versus 

frequency. It can be seen that simulated and measured phase angles, as well as the 

pseudocapacitances, were in agreement over the entire frequency range of interest, and 

the maximum deviations between the target and simulated/measured values were 

2.5   and 1%, as expected.  
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Figure 1.10. LEB type FOC[38]. a) Photograph of probe used and FOC in a package 

b) Change of phase angle with a change of thickness in the frequency range of 9–300 

kHz. 

3.LEB FOC. LEB type FOC fabricated by dipping capacitive, parallel-plate electrodes 

coated with a porous film of polymers into an ionic medium as shown in Figure 1.10. 

The operating principle of LEB FOCs is anomalous diffusion of ions through a porous 

surface at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The CPA depends on the depth of 

immersion of the electrodes into the ionic medium, the thickness of the polymer film, 

and the conductivity of the ionic medium [38]. This method was triggered from 

impedance measurements that were characterizing corrosion and paint deterioration of 

materials in marine environments many decades ago [52].  Their large dimensions, 

lack of portability, and the need for a liquid ionic medium prevent their integration in 

microelectronic circuits and packaging of such a setup results in a very bulky apparatus 

[53].  

 

 

Figure 1.11. FT type FOC[41]. a) Vertical cross-section of sample b) Different fractal 

patterns. c) Fractal tree pattern on silicon d) Phase angle versus frequency 
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3. FT FOCs 

On the other hand, FT FOCs are created on wafers and rely on transmission line theory 

as shown in Figure 1.11 [54]. The basic operating principle behind this type of 

capacitors is to create fractal geometries as stubs, or transmission lines, which in turn 

can yield a specific impedance based on the geometry and the technological parameters 

[55-57]. In other words, a real classical capacitor does not exist. Rather, it is a group of 

metal traces that are created on the circuit that creates this impedance, and this is 

referred to as a distributed element. The CPA of the resulting circuit depends on the 

fractal shape and how many times it is iterated [41]. The values of  that can be 

achieved are only in the range of 0.46–0.5. Further, the constant phase behavior occurs 

at very high-frequency ranges (1 MHz – 10 GHz) given the nature of microwave 

circuits, and the variation in the phase angle is around 5. 

4. CMOS-based emulator FOC 

A CMOS-based emulator FOC uses a differentiator and a voltage-to-current converter 

to emulate the constant phase element and operational transconductance amplifier and 

grounded capacitors to tune the equivalent CPA as shown in Figure 1.12. This operation 

requires external power. Furthermore, discussed models so far, namely FT-FOCs, RC 

ladders FOCs, and CMOS-based emulator FOCs, the fractional-order behavior is 

generated by the resulting circuit impedance rather than by a physical capacitor.  

 

 

Figure 1.12. CMOS based emulator FOC [58]. a) Implementation of FOC emulator 

circuitry b) OTA cell c) Die photo of the integrated FOCs with fixed orders d) Pin list 

e) Impedance magnitude versus frequency f) Phase angle versus frequency. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 1.13. Composite FOC[35]. a) 3D schematics of graphene percolated polymer 

b) Phase angle versus frequency from 50 kHz up to 1 MHz for different RGO loadings. 

 

5. The composite FOC 

The composite model proposed a dielectric-based, PCB-compatible, microscale 

electrostatic FOC with a wideband CPA. Fractional-order behavior is obtained through 

the use of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) reinforced polymer composite [35]. The 

conductive rGO sheets dispersed in the composite behave as a network of resistors and 

capacitors (as done in RC ladders FOCs), which leads to a tunable phase angle 

controlled by the volume ratio of the rGO in the composite as shown in Figure 1.13. 

However, this model suffered from a low tunable range of constant phase angle level 

and high fabrication costs.  

It is important to mention that none of the approaches offer a dielectric-based single-

component FOC that is printed-circuit-board (PCB)-compatible,  has a precisely CPA 

over a wideband of frequency, and does not suffer from large variations in CPA within 

this band. 

Itemized List 

In this thesis, we investigate the fabrication of low-cost FOCs with a broad dynamic 

range of constant phase angle (CPA) levels with low variation. At the outset, various 

FOC models and operation principles are explained.  

Subsequently, we detail how different PVDF-based polymer composites were able to 

provide solutions to the problems addressed above as a part of the research for this 

thesis:  

Chapter 2. For this chapter, we designed a low-cost PCB compatible with an 

FOC with a broad dynamic range in the CPA from multiwalled carbon nanotube 

(c)	
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reinforced PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite film. The resulting FOCs' CPAs can be 

changed from -68° to -7° by changing the wt% of the MWCNTs. This is the 

largest dynamic range reported so far at the frequency range of 150 kHz to 2 

MHz for an FOC. Furthermore, the CPA and pseudocapacitance were 

demonstrated to be practically stable (with less than 1% variation) when the 

applied voltage was changed from 500 µV to 5V. 

Chapter 3. Poly (vinylidene fluoride)‐based polymers—referred to in the rest 

of this paper as P(VDF)-based polymers—and their blends were used to 

fabricate electrostatic FOCs. This simple but effective method allowed us to 

precisely design and FOC with the CPA level from -58° to -7° by changing the 

blend composition in the frequency band changing from 150 kHz to 10 MHz. 

Additionally, we derived an empirical relationship between the ratio of the 

blend constituents and the CPA to facilitate the design of an FOC with a desired 

CPA. The structural composition of the fabricated blends was investigated by 

using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and X‐ray diffraction techniques. 

Chapter 4: Pairs of various P(VDF)-based polymers were used to fabricate 

bilayer FOCs. The polymer layers were constructed using a simple drop-casting 

approach, resulting in an FOC with two advantages: It can be easily integrated 

with printed circuit boards, and its CPA can be change by changing the 

thickness ratio of the layers. Indeed, our experiments indicated that the approach 

allows us to design and FOC with different CPA from -83° to -65° in a 

frequency band changing from 150 kHz to 10 MHz. Additionally, we provided 

an empirical formula describing the relationship between the thickness ratio and 

the CPA, which is highly useful for designing FOCs with the desired CPA. 

Chapter 5: A molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)-ferroelectric polymer composite 

was used to design/fabricate an FOC. The resulting FOC's bandwidth of 

operation, defined as a frequency band where the variation in the phase angle is 

no more than ± 4°, is five decades between 100 Hz and 10 MHz, an 

improvement of three decades over the best reported results. The value of the 
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CPA can be obtained from -80° to -58° by changing the type of ferroelectric 

polymer in the composite and the volume ratio of MoS2. The results presented 

in this chapter demonstrate the potential of the FOCs fabricated using MoS2-

ferroelectric polymer composites in a robust and accurate realization of various 

electrical systems. 

Chapter 6. Finally, thesis to design Fractional-order inductor and their use in 

electronics are presented. 

 

The contributions presented in thesis can be summarized as: 

1. Developing the integer-order genetic algorithm to design a FOC from an RC 

network [121]. 

2. Implementing the FOC with a highly tunable CPA using MWCNT polymer 

composites [101]. 

3. Introducing a low-cost FOC constructed using ferroelectric polymers [85]. 

4. Presenting a novel design for an FOC with the desired phase angle by building 

bilayer ferroelectric polymers [60]. 

5. Fabricating a FOC with ultra-broadband operating frequency and introducing 

fractional-order oscillators [25], [65], [122], [123]. 
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Chapter 2: Toward fractional-order capacitor with broad tunable 

constant phase angle: Multi-walled carbon-nanotube-polymer 

composite case study.  

2.1 Background and motivation 

Although various realizations of fractional-order capacitors (FOCs) have been 

developed so far, most of them suffer from one or more of the following shortcomings: 

bulkiness, microelectronic incompatibility, lack of tunability of constant phase angle 

(CPA) , low dynamic range of CPA, significant variation of CPA, narrow constant 

phase zone (CPZ—frequency range where CPA is obtained), high power consumption, 

and high fabrication cost [29, 36, 37, 41, 42, 59-61]. Recently, a single-component 

FOC, where the insulator is made of Polyevinelidenefluoride-trifluoroethylene–

chlorofluoroethylene (PVDF-TrFE-CFE) terpolymer containing reduced graphene 

oxide (rGO) nano-sheets, has been reported [35]. By changing the weight percentage 

(wt%) of rGO nanosheets from 2 to 12 in the composite, it is possible to design FOC 

with CPA level from 65−   to 31−   in the CPZ ranging from 50 kHz to 2 MHz. 

However, the dual-step synthesizing process of rGO and the large amount of rGO 

increase the cost of FOC fabrication. In [34] an FOC, where the insulator is made of 

epoxy resin containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), has been proposed. 

It has been shown in the same work that this FOC’s CPA can be changed from 85− 

to 45− by increasing the wt% of MWCNTs from 0.75 to 3. This small amount of 

MWCNTs reduces the fabrication cost but the minimum CPA is limited to 45−  . In 

addition, when the amount of MWCNTs is increased, FOC’s CPZ shifts in frequency. 

It is important to note here that none of the FOC implementations described or cited 

above offer low fabrication cost or a tunable CPA with high dynamic range in fixed 

CPZ. 

In this work, a new class of FOCs, where the insulator is ferroelectric PVDF-TrFE-

CFE terpolymer containing MWCNTs, is developed. Fabrication cost is reduced by  
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Figure 2.1. FOC from MWCNT-polymer composite (a) 3D schematics of the FOC. 

Top and bottom electrodes of the FOC are shown in yellow. (b) The MWCNT/PVDF-

TrFE-CFE composite. Black and blue rods represent the MWCNTs and the PVDF-

TrFE-CFE terpolymer, respectively. (c) Illustration of the network of micro-capacitors 

(C) and micro-resistors (R), ohmic contact, and electron transport and the chemical 

formula of PVDF-TrFE-CFE. (d) Approximate network electrically equivalent to the 

composite. The network impedance behaves as an FOC.  

 

directly mixing MWCNTs and PVDF-TrFE-CFE and using a smaller percentage of 

MWCNTs. Changing the wt% of MWCNTs from 1 to 4.5 changes the CPA in the large 

dynamic range from 65−   to 7−  in the fixed CPZ between 150 kHz and 2 MHz. 

The high aspect ratio of the MWCNTs helps to obtain this large dynamic range that can 

be controlled using a smaller amount of MWCNTs. The concept of implementing an 

FOC using MWCNT/PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The 

composite [shown in blue in Figure 2.1(a)] is sandwiched between two gold electrodes 

[shown in yellow in Figure 2.1 (a)]. A magnified cross-section of the composite is 

shown in Figure 2.1(b), where the black and blue rods represent the MWCNTs and 

PVDF-TrFE-CFE, respectively. “Electrical interactions” between MWCNTs observed 

in the percolation regime, which include electron transport (via hopping) and ohmic 

contact, and capacitive effect are schematized in Figure 2.1(c). These interactions can 

be modeled in the form of an electrical network of micro-capacitors and micro-resistors 

as shown in Figure 2.1(d) [62]. Since the dimension of each MWCNT is different and 
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they are not distributed uniformly, the structure of the resulting network is rather 

complex with different values of capacitance and resistance. The response of this 

network has a fractional order behavior with a CPA in a wide CPZ 

2.2 Materials and methods 

To prepare the composite, 200 mg PVDF-TrFE-CFE is dissolved in a 2ml solvent, 

N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), under constant stirring at room temperature for two 

days. 2, 5, 7, 8, 8.5, and 9 mg of MWCNTs (corresponding to wt% of 1.00, 2.50, 3.50, 

4.00, 4.25, and 4.50) are suspended in 1ml DMF, and dispersed via ultrasonication for 

1 hour. The dispersed MWCNT solutions are poured onto the dissolved PVDF-TrFE-

CFE polymer solution and mixed under continuous stirring for another 24 hours. It 

should be noted here that the minimum wt % is selected to be 1.00 since it has been 

reported previously that the percolation starts for values of wt % higher than 0.75 [34]. 

The average diameter and average lateral length of the MWCNTs are 200 nm and 10

m , respectively, corresponding to an average aspect ratio of 50). Au-covered, 2 cm × 

2 cm Si/SiO2 wafers are used to fabricate the FOC by drop-casting the composite 

solution. 10 nm Ti and 190 nm Au are deposited on Si/SiO2 wafers via DC sputtering 

to construct the bottom electrode. The composite solutions are drop-casted and dried 

for 12 hours at 85 ºC under a vacuum. The top electrode is a circular Au film with 3mm 

diameter and 200nm thickness deposited in a similar way using a shadow mask. This 

approach gives us the freedom to fabricate nine individual FOCs on a 2 cm × 2 cm 

sample area. The sample is flip-bonded on a PCB board, so that each capacitor provides 

a separate connection for the electrical measurements.  

A 2 cm × 2 cm chip with nine individual capacitors, which is fabricated as described 

above, is shown in Figure 2.2(a). The MWCNTs are clearly distinguished from the 

polymer in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross-section of the composite 

provided in Figure 2.2(b). Furthermore, X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the 

composite with 4.5 wt% MWCNT and only the PVDF-TrFE-CFE film are compared 

in Figure 2.2(c). Note that the XRD spectra are normalized with respect to the gold peak 

at 38º. XRD spectrum of the film shows an intense peak at 18.2º (corresponding to a  
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Figure 2.2. Material characterization (a) 2 cm × 2 cm fabricated chip area with nine 

FOCs. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of MWCNT/PVDF-TRFE-CFE composite. The 

MWCNT with bright contrasts forms a microcircuit as depicted in figure 1. (c) XRD 

spectra for PVDF-TrFE-CFE and MWCNT/PVDF-TrFE-CFE. XRD spectra. Note that 

the spectra are normalized with respect to the main Au (111) peak at 38.3º. The first 

inset zooms to 2θ range between 15º and 22º while the second one zooms to 25º-30º 

range. The peaks in the first and second insets belong to PVDF-TrFE-CFE and 

MWCNTs, respectively.  

 

(111) plane). As expected, the composite also shows a peak at 18.2º but its amplitude 

is smaller. An additional peak is observed at 26.1º in the spectrum of the composite due 

to interlayered spacing between adjacent graphite layers of MWCNTs. The fact that 

composite’s XRD spectrum does not show additional peaks confirms that no additional 

complex molecular structures formed in the composite.  

2.3 Results and discussion 

Agilent 4980A LCR meter is used to measure the magnitude of the impedance Z  and 

phase angle   of the individual FOCs in the frequency range between 50 kHz to 2 
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MHz. The amplitude of the applied voltage is 500 mV and thickness of composites are 

30 m unless stated otherwise.  

Figure 2.3(a) plots   versus frequency for different values of the MWCNT wt %. 

Figure clearly shows that   stays nearly constant in the frequency range between 150 

kHz and the 2 MHz; this range is identified as the CPZ for all FOCs with different wt%. 

It should be noted here that CPZ overlaps with the frequency range where dipolar 

relaxation occurs in the ferroelectric polymer [63, 64]. Additionally, the CPAs of the 

FOCs with wt% of 1.00, 2.50, 3.50, 4.00, 4.25, and 4.50 are found to be 65−  , 53− 

, 47−  , 36−  , 30−   and 7−  respectively, by averaging the values of   samples in 

the CPZ. Figure 2.3(b) plots the normalized histogram of the difference between phase 

angle of the samples (for all six FOCs) and the CPAs and shows that 88% of the samples 

are within 3 of the CPAs. Normalization is done with respect to total number of 

measured points. Figure 2.3(a) and the CPA values clearly show that the CPA increases 

with the wt% of MWCNTs and approaches zero. Larger amount of MWCNTs inside 

the polymer means more ohmic contact generating higher number of paths to support 

conduction current.  

For an FOC, the magnitude of the impedance can expressed as 1 ( )Z C 

= , where 

C  is pseudo-capacitance (sometimes also called fractance) and   (0 <  < 1) is 

the fractional order [65]. Fractional order   of each capacitor is calculated by 

applying (linear) least-squares fit to the samples of log Z  in the CPZ. Note that 

log log logZ C = − − . The values of   are found to be 0.73, 0.59, 0.53, 0.39, 

0.30 and 0.09 for FOCs with wt% 1.00, 2.50, 3.50, 4.00, 4.25, and 4.50, respectively 

[figure 2.3(c)]. The maximum relative error (with respect to least-squares fit value) in 

the measured samples are 0.02, 0.01, 0.02, 0.035, 0.03 and 0.02 respectively. Note that 

the above   values correspond to the CPA values of 65.7−  , 53.1−  , 47.7−  , 

35.1−  , 27.1−  , and 8.1−   and confirm the CPA values obtained by averaging. 
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Figure 2.3. FOCs with different CPA (a) Phase angle versus frequency between 150 

kHz and 2 MHz for the FOCs with different MWCNT wt %. Dotted lines represent the 

CPA obtained by averaging the phase angle samples. (b) Normalized histogram of the 

phase angle difference between measured and fitted values for all six FOCs (c) 

Impedance magnitude versus frequency in logarithmic scale. The slope in the equation 

represent the , and the results confirm the CPAs shown in Figure 2.3(a).  

 

Figure 2.4(a) plots 1 ( )C Z 

 =  versus frequency, where values of Z are the 

measured samples and values of   are those computed using least-squares fit as 

described above. The figure clearly shows that C  is nearly constant in the CPZ. The 
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average value of C  increases from 2 nF sec-0.27 to 50 mF sec-0.91 as the wt% of the 

MWCNTs is increased from 1.00 to 4.50. This is expected since the composite with a 

larger amount of MWCNT has a higher dielectric constant. It should be noted here that 

(average) C depends also on the surface area and thickness of composite film. Figure 

2.4(b) plots   and C  versus frequency for the FOCs with 2.5 wt% of the MWCNTs 

and three different values of film thickness and demonstrates that FOC with different 

pseudo-capacitance can be designed by changing the geometrical dimensions. It is 

important to mention that we observed a resistive behavior in the composite films with 

thickness 10 m  and 15 m . This can be explained as the distributed MWCNTs make 

a conductive path between electrodes since the average length of MWCNT is 10 m . 

Next, the effect of applied voltage on the CPA and (average) C is characterized. 

Figure 2.5(a) plots   versus frequency for the FOC with 2.5 wt% of the MWCNTs 

under different values of the applied voltage changing between 500 V  and 5 V. The 

figure shows that   is nearly constant (around the CPA of 55− ) in the CPZ for all 

values of the applied voltage. The inset of Figure 2.5(a) plots the CPA values (estimated 

by averaging the values of   samples as described above) versus the applied potential. 

The maximum change in the CPA is found to be only 0.2 . Similarly, Figure 2.5(b) 

plots  C  versus frequency for the same FOC under the same values of the applied 

voltage and shows that it stays nearly constant in the CPZ for all values of the applied 

voltage.  

The inset of Figure 2.5(b) plots the average C  versus the applied potential. The 

maximum change is found to be only 
9 0.45 10  sF− −  (2.5%). These results confirm 

that the response of the fabricated FOCs is stable for values of the applied voltage 

changing between 500 V  and 5 V. 
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Figure 2.4 . FOCs with pseudo-capacitance. (a) Pseudo-capacitance versus frequency 

between 150 kHz and 2 MHz for the FOCs with different MWCNT wt %. (b) Phase 

angle and pseudo-capacitance versus frequency for the FOC with 2.5 wt% MWCNT 

and various thickness.  

 

 Conclusion 

A new FOC, where the insulator is made of an MWCNT/PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite, 

is developed. The fabrication cost of this new FOC is expected to be lower than that of 

the previously developed FOC, which uses a rGO/PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite [35]. 

This is simply because the fabrication process in this work employs a simple solution-

mixing and drop-casting approach and the wt% of the MWCNTs is smaller than the 

wt% of the rGO. The new FOCs’ CPA has a larger dynamic range (obtained by 

changing the wt% of the MWCNTs) than the CPA of the previously developed FOC, 

which uses an MWCNT/Epoxy composite [34]. Additionally, the new FOC’s CPZ does  
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Figure 2.5. AC voltage stability of FOC. (a) Phase angle versus frequency between 

150 kHz and 2 MHz for the FOC with 2.5 wt% MWCNT under different values of 

applied voltage. The inset shows the CPA versus applied voltage between 500 V  and 

5V. (b) Pseudo-capacitance versus frequency. The inset shows the mean pseudo-

capacitance versus applied voltage.  

 

not shift in frequency as the wt% of the MWCNT is changed to change the CPA. Indeed, 

results presented in this work demonstrate that the CPA of the new FOC can be 

designed in the broad range between 65−  and 7−   in the fixed CPZ between 150 

kHz and 2 MHz. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the largest dynamic range 

that has been reported for the CPA. A performance comparison is provided in the Table 
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2.1 Additionally, the results demonstrate that the change in the applied voltage 

(between  

 

500 V  to 5 V) has almost no effect on the characteristics of the FOC. All in all, this 

work demonstrates that FOCs fabricated using CNT-ferroelectric polymers composites 

have the potential to become essential components for reliable/robust electrical and 

electronic systems.  

 

Table 2.1  A comparison of the different type of FOCs with this work 

FOC type FOC origin CPA,   

[degree] 

CPZ 

[Hz]) 

Pros and Cons 

LEB 

[Krishna et al] 

electro 

chemical 

-30 9×103‒3×105 large dimension, 

 liquid electrolyte, 

not PCB compatible 

FT 

[Haba et al] 

fractal structures -36, -44, -45 3×103‒106 fractal shapes 

large variation in CPA  

equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible, 

 

RC ladders 

[Roy et al.] 

resistors and capacitors in 

ladders 

-30, -45, -60 0.1‒103 needs large components, 

 equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible 

CMOS-based emulator 

[Tsirimokou et al.] 

operational transconductance 

amplifier and grounded 

capacitors 

-20,-45,-75 101‒103 active device,  

equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible 

rGO-Composite 

[Elshurafa et al.] 

RC-ladder equivalent 

capacitors due to fillers 

-30, -35, -45, -55, -67 5×104‒2×106 filler ratio in the composite controls the 

CPA ,equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible  

CNT epoxy compoiste 

[F[] et al.] 

RC-ladder equivalent 

capacitors due to fillers 

-80, -71, -49 104‒2×105 filler ratio in the composite controls the 

CPA ,equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible 

MWCNT-Composite 

(This work) 

RC-ladder equivalent 

capacitors due to fillers  

-7, -30, -36, -47, -53, -65 1×105‒1×106 filler ratio in the composite controls the 

CPA ,equivalent capacitor ,  

PCB compatible  
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 Chapter 3: Ferroelectric Fractional order capacitors.  

3.1  Background and motivation 

Polymers such as polyethyleneterephthalate, polyethylene, polystyrene, 

polytetrafluoroethylene, and polycarbonate are routinely used in the fabrication of 

capacitors in the electronic industry due to their electrical properties, ease of processing, 

and cost-effectiveness[66]. Unfortunately, they cannot be used to fabricate FOCs 

because of their low dielectric constant (<4 at 100 Hz), low dissipation factor (<0.002 

at 100 Hz), and low dielectric loss (<0.0072 at 100 Hz)[67]. An fractional-order 

capacitor, FOC requires a polymer with high dielectric constant, dissipation factor, and 

dielectric loss to introduce the fractional-order behavior in the impedance ( )Z   in a 

given frequency band. One potential candidate with such electrical properties is 

ferroelectric poly(vinylidene fluoride) P(VDF): Its dielectric constant, dissipation 

factor, and dielectric loss at 100 Hz are 11, 0.011, and 0.12, respectively[67]. The 

control over polar and nonpolar molecular structures adds freedom in controlling the 

electrical properties of P(VDF) [68]. For instance, adding trifluoroethylene (TrFE) 

molecules to P(VDF) yields a copolymer P(VDF-TrFE) with improved dielectric 

constant, dissipation factor, and  dielectric loss. Similarly, adding cholorfluroethylene 

(CFE) molecules to P(VDF-TrFE) yields a terpolymer P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) with even 

further improved dielectric constant, dissipation factor, and  dielectric loss [69].  

Several P(VDF)-based polymers are commercially (and easily) available in the market, 

which is a good reason to explore the possibility of using P(VDF)-based polymers in 

FOC fabrication [70-72].  

Additionally, from a physics perspective, one can expect that P(VDF)-based polymers 

are good candidates for FOC fabrication after a closer look at the behavior of the phase 

angle   in P(VDF)-based polymers. This behaviour can be tracked by studying the 

relaxation phenomenon due to polarization—such as orientational (or dipolar), ionic 

and interfacial polarization—in polymer dielectrics [64]. For instance, ferroelectric 

polymers such as P(VDF), P(VDF-TrFE), P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) contain permanent  
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Figure 3.1. Ferroelectric FOC. (Left panel) Schematic shows FOC with P(VDF)-based 

polymer dielectric. The next bottom image shows the P(VDF) molecular structure and arrows 

indicating polarization vectors. Arrows in the bottom image show the random nature of 

polarization in the polymer films. (Right panel) Permittivity (real and imaginary parts) and   

plotted against frequency. The inset in the graph shows   against frequency in CPZ. The 

color bands show three regions in the frequency dispersion. The next bottom image shows 

dipole response to the frequency in the three regions. The bottom image shows the visualization 

of   between current (I) and voltage (V) in the three regions. 

 

dipole moments (Figure 3.1), and when a time-dependent electrical field is applied, the 

permanent (or induced) dipoles tend to align along the direction of the applied electric 

field. The frequency of the applied field determines how the dipoles behave: if the 

frequency is small (i.e kHz range), the dipoles are easily polarized and the material 

behaves as close to the ideal capacitor ( 90 = −  ) [73]. However, at higher 

frequencies,(i.e GHz range) the dipoles do not have enough time to respond to the 

electrical field and therefore remain relaxed ( 90 = −  ) [30, 74]. At intermediate 
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frequencies, friction accompanies the polarization, resulting in a conductive electrical 

current and a complex permittivity (with an imaginary part). Consequently, the phase 

angle satisfies 90 0−    , which allows us to design FOC. This phenomenon is 

called orientation (or dipolar) relaxation. 

Herein, we present, for the first time, a simple but effective approach to fabricating 

a PCB-compatible FOC using P(VDF)-based polymers. We use a solution-casting 

method at room temperature to fabricate FOCs. This method allows us to easily blend 

different P(VDF)-based polymers providing a mechanism to design the FOC with 

different CPA level. We should note here that our blend approach is distinct from the 

molecular modifications of P(VDF) by rigorous chemical synthesis methods [75]. 

Polymer-based dielectrics, simple and low-cost fabrication processes, PCB 

compatibility, CPA that is precisely-tunable within a wide range of values, and a 

wideband of operation frequency make our device one of the top potential candidates 

for advanced electronics. It could pave the way for completely new applications. 

3.2 Materials 

Polymer (P), P(VDF) (CAS No. 24937-79-9) and solvent N,N-Dimethylformamide 

(DMF) (CAS No. 68-12-2) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. P(VDF)-based 

polymers such as copolymer (CP), P(VDF-TrFE) (composition of 70/30 % mol) and 

terpolymer (TP), P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) (composition 60/30/10 % mol) were purchased 

from PiezoTech, France. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. FOC fabrication. Illustration showing a PCB compatible FOC fabrication 

from polymer. Photograph showing the final device. 

Si-substrate	

SiO2	
gold	 polymer	

PCB	Flip-bonding	
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Device fabrication 

Initially, 200 mg of P(VDF), P(VDF-TrFE) and P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) were dissolved in 

2 ml DMF under constant stirring at room temperature to obtain 0.1 mg/ml solution of 

individual polymers. These solutions were further used to obtain various volume-ratio 

blends to fabricate the polymer films, as given in (Table 1). Au-deposited, 2 cm × 2 cm 

Si/SiO2 wafers were used to fabricate the fractional-order capacitors (FOC) by drop 

casting the polymer solutions. A 10 nm Ti followed by 190 nm Au was deposited on 

Si/SiO2 wafers via DC sputter to define one of the electrodes. The polymer solutions 

were drop-casted, leveled and dried for 12 hours at 80 ºC under a vacuum. The other 

Au electrode of defined geometry was deposited in a similar fashion using a shadow 

mask. The electrode is defined in a 3 mm circular form, which gives us the freedom to 

fabricate nine individual FOCs on a 2 cm by 2 cm sample area. The sample was further 

flip-bonded on a PCB board (Figure 3.2). The PCB board was designed in such a way 

that an individual capacitor gives a separate connection for the electrical measurements 

Device characterization 

An Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer was used for the electrical 

measurements. Individual FOCs were characterized for the impedance, Z, and phase 

angle,  , in the 50 kHz to 10 MHz frequency range at 0.5 V. Fourier-transform, 

infrared-attenuated, total-reflection (FTIR-ATR) spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific 

NICOLET iSIO) was used to characterize the dielectric films with a wave number range 

of  4000 cm-1 to 550 cm-1 and with a spectral resolution of 0.2 cm-1. Crystallographic 

analysis of samples was performed using a powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD; Bruker 

D8 Advance) with Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation. The instrument was operated at 40 kV 

voltage and 40 mA current. The dielectric films were analyzed from 10 to 60 2θ degrees 

at 0.01 increments and 0.1 s/step scan speed. All spectra were normalized for the Au 

(111) peak to obtain the relative crystallinity of the polymers in the samples. 

3.3  Results and discussion 

A simple drop-casting method is used to form a dielectric layer of P(VDF)-based 

polymers and their blends. The FOC fabrication process is depicted in Figure 3.2. The  
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Figure 3.3 . Electrical characterization of FOC from polymers. (a) The measured 

  versus frequency for P, CP, and TP. The inset shows the histogram of phase angle 

deviation from CPA. (b) The measured Z  versus frequency for P, CP, and TP.  The 

slope of the lines represents the exponent of the element constant,  . 

 

final PCB-mountable chip contains nine individual capacitors. We measured the phase 

angle   and the magnitude of the impedance Z  of the individual capacitor.  

Figure 3.3 plots the measured   and the measured magnitude of Z  versus frequency 

for P(VDF), P(VDF-CFE), and P(VDF-CFE-TrFE) (hereafter abbreviated as P, CP, and 

TP, respectively). The phase angle,  increases with frequency, saturates in the MHz 

range, and decreases in the high-frequency range (the high-frequency range is not 

covered completely in the figure). Compared to state of the art, we report broader, 

constant phase zone (CPZ) between 100 kHz and 10 MHz as shown in Figure 3.3(a).  
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Figure 3.4. Electrical characterization of FOC from polymer blends. The measured 

  versus frequency for (a) P, TP and their blends, (c) P, CP, and their blends, and (e) 

CP, TP, and their blends. The inset shows a histogram of phase angle deviation from 

CPA. The measured Z  versus frequency in the CPZ for (b) P, TP, and their blends, 

(c) P, CP, and their blends, and (e) CP, TP, and their blends. The slope of the lines 

represents the exponent of the element constant,  . 

 

In this range, the constant phase angle (CPA) is -83º, -79º, and -65º for P, CP, and 

TP, respectively. Figure 3.3(b) plots Z  versus frequency in logarithmic (log) scale. 

In this figure, the slope of the lines represents the exponent of the element constant 

. 

Using least-squares fit on the experimental data for Z  between 100 kHz and 10 

MHz, the values of the line slopes/  are found to be 0.90, 0.85 and 0.69, which is 

equivalent to a CPA of -81º, -77º, and -63º for P, CP, and TP, respectively. The values 

of   from Figure 3.3(b) confirm the measured CPA values given in Figure 3.3(a). 

These results clearly demonstrate that a P(VDF)-based polymer can be used as a 
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dielectric in an FOC. We further extend this concept to the P(VDF)-based polymer 

blends.  

A simple mixing approach is used to formulate these blends (Table 3.1 for the ratio 

of constituents in each blend). Figure 3.4 shows the measured   and the measured 

Z   versus frequency for P-TP, P-CP, and CP-TP blends in the CPZ. The   and Z

measured for P, CP, and TP are also provided in the respective graphs for comparison. 

Note that the values of the CPA for the blends (Figures 3.4(a), 3.4(c), and 3.4(e)) is 

clearly different than the CPA of the P, CP, and TP. Overall, the CPA for the blends 

lies in between that of their two constituent polymers. For example, blend M3 contains 

75 vol% of TP (with CPA measured as -65º) and 25 vol% of P (with CPA measured as 

-83º), resulting in a CPA of -70 º. It is important to note that the FOC with different 

CPA can be obtained by simply changing the blend composition. Figures 3.4(b), 3.4(d) 

and 3.4(f) plot Z  versus frequency in log scale for P-TP, P-CP, and CP-TP blends in 

the CPZ. Similar to Figure 3.4(b), values of the line slopes /  are obtained (Table 

3.1). These values of   confirm the measured CPA values in Figure 3.4(a), 3.4(c), 

and 3.4(e) (Table 3.1).  

The availability of a wide range of values for CPAs is important in designing 

diverse FOCs [1]. Figure 3.4 shows that the CPA depends on the blend composition. 

An explicit expression of this dependence is useful in the design process. Figure 3.5 

plots the CPA versus the blend composition. The P-TP blend shows an average of 4º of 

CPA change for every 25 vol% change of TP (Figure 3.5(a)). The P-CP blend shows 

an average of 1º CPA change for every 25 vol% change of CP (Figure 3.5(b)). The CP-

TP blend shows an average of 3º CPA change for every 25 vol% change of CP (Figure 

3.5(c)). Additionally, we derive an empirical equation between the CPA and the blend 

composition using least-squares fit on the data points. These equations, which are 

provided in Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and 3.5(c), could be used to design an FOC with the 

desired CPA by simply choosing the appropriate composition in the blend. 
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Figure 3.5. The CPA versus volume ratio of: (a) TP over the total volume of the P-

TP blend, (b) CP over the total volume of the P-CP blend, and (c) TP over the total 

volume of the CP-TP blend. Dotted lines in the figures represent the data fit used to 

develop the empirical relation (provided in the inset) between CPA and volume ratio. 
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The change in CPA and Z with composition might imply that the electrical properties 

of P, TP and CP are modified in the blend. To further investigate this, we studied the 

structure of P-TP series blends using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) techniques (Figure 3.6). The FTIR spectra of P, 

TP and its blends show that the blends contain signature peaks of P and TP per their 

volume percentage in the blend (Figure 3.6(a)). No additional peak arises due to the 

blending of two polymers; rather, individual polymers retain their characteristic 

molecular structures. The observed peaks in P are at 835 cm-1 (CF stretching vibration 

of PVDF), 880 cm-1 (C‒C‒C asymmetrical stretching vibration), 1096 cm-1, 1183 cm-1 

(C‒C bond of P(VDF)), and 1403 cm-1 (CH2 wagging vibrations)[76-78]. TP shows a 

higher intensity of peaks confirming, thus the higher freedom for molecular vibrations 

due to the presence of CFE monomers in P(VDF-TrFE-CFE), which gives chemical 

confinement to the VDF-TrFE sequence and meanwhile expands the lattice spacing to 

cause local distortion [64, 79]. Figure 3.6(b) shows the normalized XRD spectra of P, 

TP, and its blends. P shows a single broad peak at 20.5º that corresponds to (200) and 

(110) crystal planes, whereas TP shows intense peaks at 18.2º followed by a 16.5º peak 

corresponding to (111) and (100) planes. The higher d spacing in TP is due to the 

incorporation of TrFE-CFE molecules in P(VDF) chains[64, 79-81]. The XRD peaks 

follow the P to TP trend as per the TP contained in the blend. FTIR and XRD confirm 

that the blends contain P and TP in their pristine forms, such that without forming any 

additional complex molecular structure in the blend. Nonetheless, the change in the 

microstructures in the blend, which are responsible for the change in electrical 

properties such as polar conformation, could not be discarded[82]. 

Table 4 compares main features of P(VDF)-based FOCs with the other type of FOCs. 

It is clearly evident that P(VDF) based FOCs are superior to other FOCs in terms of 

CPA, CPZ, phase error, and tunability of the CPA. Apart from that our approach is 

compatible with the present industrial capacitor manufacturing process 

P(VDF)-based polymers and their blends are used to fabricate PCB-compatible 

FOCs. A simple solution-mixing approach to form the blends facilitates manipulation 

of the electrical properties. Our approach ultimately controls the CPA of the FOC for, 
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100 kHz to 10 MHz. Furthermore, we derive  an empirical relation between blend 

composition and CPA, which gives immense freedom to designing FOCs with desired 

CPAs. FTIR and XRD confirm that the blends contain P and TP in their pristine forms, 

such that without forming any additional complex molecular structure in the blend. 

Polymer-based dielectrics, simple fabrication processes, PCB compatibility, a wide 

range of CPAs, fine-tuning of CPAs, a wide range of operational frequency bands, and 

a low cost of fabrication make our device one of the top potential candidates for 

advanced electronics. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Material characterization of FOC (a) Normalized XRD spectra for P, TP 

and P-TP blends. XRD spectra are normalized with the main Au (111) peak at 38.3º. 

The inset in (a) shows 2θ in 15 º to the 23º range. (b) FTIR spectra. 
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Table 3.  Polymer content in the blends. Exponent of the element constant, α obtained from the slope in the line equations given in Figures 3.5 b, 3.5d, and 

3.5f. A comparison of the CPAs derived from the line equations in Figures 3.5b, 3.5d, and 3.5f with experimentally obtained values in Figure 3.5a, 3.5c, and 

3.5e. 

 Sample name P(VDF) P(VDF-TrFE) P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) Measured Measured CPA 

  Volume ratio (%) Volume ratio (%) Volume ratio (%) α ϕ (degree) 

P-TP 

P 100% - - 0.9 -83.0 

M1 75% - 25% 0.85 -76.3 

M2 50% - 50% 0.84 -73.4 

M3 25% - 75% 0.76 -70.5 

 TP - - 100% 0.69 -65.0 

P-CP 

P 100% - - 0.9 -83.0 

M4 75% 25% - 0.88 -78.0 

M5 50% 50% - 0.87 -77.5 

M6 25% 75% - 0.86 -77.0 

 CP - 100% - 0.85 -79.0 

CP-TP 

CP - 100% - 0.9 -79.0 

M7 - 75% 25% 0.85 -76.3 

M8 - 50% 50% 0.84 -74.5 

M9 - 25% 75% 0.76 -71.0 

 TP - - 100% 0.69 -65.0 

 

Table 4.  A comparison of the different type of FOCs with this work 

FOC type FOC origin CPA,   

[degree] 

CPZ 

[Hz]) 

Pros and Cons 

LEB 

[Krishna et al] 

electro 

chemical 

-30 9×103‒3×105 large dimension, 

 liquid electrolyte, 

not PCB compatible 

FT 

[Haba et al] 

fractal structures -36, -44, -45 3×103‒106 fractal shapes 

large variation in CPA  

equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible, 

 

RC ladders 

[Roy et al.] 

resistors and capacitors in 

ladders 

-30, -45, -60 0.1‒103 needs large components, 

 equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible 

CMOS-based emulator 

[Tsirimokou et al.] 

operational transconductance 

amplifier and grounded 

capacitors 

-20,-45,-75 101‒103 active device,  

equivalent capacitor, 

 PCB compatible 

MWCNT-Composite 

[Agambayev et al] 

RC-ladder equivalent 

capacitors due to fillers  

-7, -30, -36, -47, -53, -65 1×105‒2×106 filler ratio in the composite controls the 

CPA ,equivalent capacitor , PCB compatible  

Composite 

[Elshurafa et al.] 

RC-ladder equivalent 

capacitors due to fillers 

-30, -35, -45, -55, -67 5×104‒2×106 filler ratio in the composite controls the 

CPA ,equivalent capacitor,PCB compatible  

Polymer dielectric 

(This work) 

polymer dielectric blends -65, -70, -71, -73,-75, -76,…-83 1×105‒1×107 blend composition dependent CPA , 

actual capacitor, PCB compatible  
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Chapter 4: Fractional order capacitor from Bilayer Ferroelectric 

polymers. 

4.1  Background and motivation 

In recent years, many techniques have been developed to realize/fabricate FOCs. 

However, some of these have high fabrication costs, and others produce FOCs, which 

are not portable, power hungry, cannot be integrated with electronic circuits, have a 

constant phase angle (CPA) that cannot be changed, or have large variations in their 

CPA [34, 35, 37, 38, 42, 59, 83]. 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic describing a bilayer FOC. Top and bottom layers are made of 

P(VDF) and PVDF-TrFE-CFE, respectively. The impedance of the bilayer FOC is 

equal to the sum of the individual layers’ impedances (as shown by two serially 

connected FOCs in the middle figure). Figure on the right shows that each layer 

individually exhibits fractional order behavior with two different CPAs (red and blue 

lines). As expected, the bilayer FOC also has a CPA with a value between those of the 

individual layers.  
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In this work, we develop a method to fabricate printed circuit board (PCB) - compatible 

FOCs with tunable CPA using layered ferroelectric polymers. This new approach is 

summarized in Figure 4.1. Each layer is made of a ferroelectric polymer that exhibits a 

fractional order behavior.When two of such layers (made of two different polymers) 

are stacked together, the CPA of the resulting bilayer FOC can be changed  by 

changing the thickness ratio of the layers. It should be mentioned here that another 

advantage of this approach, in addition to being PCB-compatible, is that the CPA can 

be easily predicted using serially connected equivalent circuits of the layers [58].  

4.2  Materials 

To fabricate the films, 200 mg each of the polymers P(VDF), P(VDF-CFE), and 

P(VDF-CFE-TrFE) (hereafter abbreviated as P, CP, and TP, respectively), are 

dissolved in 2 ml N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) by constantly stirring at room 

temperature to obtain a 0.1 mg/ml solution of individual polymers. 10 nm Ti followed 

by 190 nm Au is deposited on Si/SiO2 wafers via DC sputter to define the bottoms of 

the electrodes. Then, polymer solutions are drop-casted onto the Au-deposited, 2 cm × 

2 cm Si/SiO2 wafers and dried for 12 hours at 80 ºC under a vacuum. A second layer is 

deposited directly onto the first layer by using a similar method. The amount of casted 

polymer was directly proportional to the thickness of the films. The top Au electrode 

with a 3-mm circular form is deposited in a similar fashion using a shadow mask, so a 

total of nine separated electrodes are fabricated in a 2 cm × 2 cm area. The sample is 

flip-bonded on a PCB board with a design that allows an individual capacitor to provide 

a separate connection for electrical measurements. 
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Figure 4.2. Material charecterization.Normalized XRD spectra for single layers of P 

and TP, and a bilayer of TP and P with thickness ratio 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 

0.66TR = . XRD spectra are normalized with the main Au (111) peak at 38.3º as shown 

with a star. The inset zooms to range between 15 º and 25º. 

 

To show that the fabrication method described above does not introduce significant 

microstructural changes at the interface that would affect the dielectric properties of the 

bilayer, diffraction patterns of single layers and bilayers with different thickness ratios 

are characterized using the X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique. The thickness ratio (TR

) is defined as the ratio of the top layer’s thickness to the total thickness of the bilayer. 

For the XRD characterization, the top and the bottom layers are TP and P, respectively 

and the total thickness is always kept at 50 m . Figure 4.2 shows the normalized XRD 

spectra for single layers of P and TP (both with thickness 25 m ) and bilayers of TP 

and P with 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 0.66TR = . The single layer of P shows a broad 

peak at 20.5º, which results from two overlapping peaks corresponding to (200) and 

(110) crystal planes, whereas the single layer of TP shows a single narrower peak at 

18.2º corresponding to (111) plane. 
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Figure 4.3 The atomic structure of polymers, namely PVDF and PVDF-TrFE-CFE. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and elemental dispersive 

spectrometry (EDS) mapping of the bilayer film (namely PVDF and PVDF-TrFE-CFE) 

with a thickness ratio of 0.50. 

 

The higher d-spacing in TP is due to the TrFE-CFE molecules merging into the P(VDF) 

chains. XRD spectra confirm that the peak intensities for TP-P bilayers change between 

peak intensities of single layers P and TP. No additional peaks have been observed, 

which confirms that no additional complex molecular structures are generated at the 

interface between the layers. Furthermore, it is also possible to distinguish the layers 

and check the thickness ratio of the layers by comparing the scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and elemental dispersive spectrometry (EDS) mapping of the 

bilayer film (namely PVDF and PVDF-TrFE-CFE) for C and F atoms to make sure that 

the two layers are not mixed after drop casting the second layer. While only three 
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atoms—namely hydrogen (H), carbon (C) and fluoride (F) atoms—are present in 

PVDF, PVDF-TrFE-CFE contains chloride (Cl) in addition to the PVDF polymer, as 

shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 contains the SEM and EDS mapping of the bilayer film 

with a thickness ratio of 0.50. As expected, F mapping indicates that F atoms were 

present all over the film, while strong Cl signals were collected from the bottom layer 

only, as shown in Cl map. 

4.3  Results 

 Next, it is demonstrated by measurements that bilayer FOC with different CPA 

level can be designed by changing the thickness ratio TR . The impedance of a bilayer 

FOC is equal to the summation of the individual layers’ impedances. First, the 

impedances of the individual capacitors made of single layers of P, CP, and TP (each 

of which is 25 m  thick) are measured between 50 kHz and 10 MHz (logarithmically 

spaced 200 points) using an Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer at 0.1 V. 

Standard calibration  tests ( short, and  open circuits) as provided in the manual were 

performed to calibrate the instrument. These values are summed in pairs to compute the 

impedance of the individual FOCs with bilayers of TP-P, CP-P, and TP-CP with

0.50TR = . Each single layer is 25 m  thick while the total thickness of each bilayer is 

50 m . Dashed curves in Figure 4.5(a) represent the phase angles of these computed 

impedance values. Finally, the impedances of the same bilayer FOCs are measured; 

Figure 4.5(a) also plots the phase angles of these measured impedance values. The 

computed and measured values match well  
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Figure 4.5: Electrical characterization of FOCs. (a) The measured phase angle 

versus frequency for FOCs with single layers of P, CP, and TP and bilayers of TP-P, 

CP-P, and TP-CP with thickness ratio 0.50TR = . The inset shows the normalized 

histogram of the phase angle variation. (b) The measured impedance magnitude versus 

frequency for FOCs with bilayers of TP-P, CP-P, and TP-CP. The slope of the lines 

represents the exponent of the element constant  . 

 

Figure 4.5(a) visually “proves” that both single layer and bilayer capacitors have a CPA 

in a frequency band roughly changing from 150 kHz to 10 MHz. This isinvestigated 

more rigorously as described next. The fractional-order behavior dictates that 

 2i iZ Z e Cf e  − −= =     
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where f  is the frequency and C ,  , and   are real frequency-independent 

constants. Note the simple relations Z Cf −=  and 2  = − . In this formulation, 

  represents the CPA of the bilayer FOC. To estimate the CPA, a constant is fit to the 

phase angle samples measured between 150 kHz and 10 MHz [Figure 4.5(a)] using a 

least squares algorithm. The CPAs of the FOCs with single layers of P, CP, and TP are 

found to be -83º, -77º, and -65º, respectively. Similarly, the CPAs of the FOCs with 

bilayers of TP-P, TP-CP, and CP-P are found to be -77º, -74º, and -82º, respectively. 

Furthermore, we have plotted the histogram from all samples (5) as shown in Figure 

4.5(a) an inset, which shows the deviation of the measured phase angle from a fitted 

data with least square fit. So, the majority of phase angle deviation (almost 70%) take 

place within 3  in the frequency band between 150 kHz and 10 MHz. If we consider 

the frequency region between 50 kHz and 10 MHz as a CPZ, then the deviations become 

relatively high 5  . Although this is acceptable as in [41], we believe it does not meet 

the expectations of circuit designers.  Therefore, we excluded that region from defined 

CPZ. It is important to mention here,  that the defined CPZ  is also consistent with 

the region where dielectric relaxation occurs in the polymers [63, 73].  

Another way to estimate the CPA (or  ) is to fit the relation 

log log logZ f C= − +
 
to the impedance magnitude samples measured between 150 

kHz and 10 MHz using a least squares algorithm. Figure 4.5(b) plots the magnitude of 

the measured impedance values for the same FOCs with single layers of P, CP, and TP 

and bilayers of TP-P, TP-CP, and CP-P versus the frequency (in 10log  scale). The line 

equations obtained upon fitting are provided as an inset of the figure. It is clear from 
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these equations that for the FOCs with single layers of P, CP, and TP,   values are 

found to be 0.91, 0.85, and 0.69 (corresponding to CPA values of -82º, -77º, and -65º) 

and for the FOCs with bilayers TP-P, TP-CP, and CP-P,   values are found to be 

0.84, 0.79, and 0.88 (corresponding to CPA values of -76º, -72º, and -78º), respectively. 

All these CPA values match well to those obtained from the fit applied to the measured 

phase angle samples. Both sets of results demonstrate that the CPA of a bilayer FOC is 

between the CPAs of the two FOCs with a single layer of the constituent polymers. 

These suggest that one can change the CPA of a bilayer FOC by changing the thickness 

ratio TR  of the layers. Indeed, we demonstrate by experiments that a tunable CPA can 

be achieved by changing TR  as explained next. 

Impedances of the individual FOCs with single layers of P and TP and bilayers of TP 

and P (top layer is TP, and bottom layer is P) with 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 

0.66TR =  are measured between 50 kHz and 10 MHz. The thickness of the single 

layers is varied between 17 m  to 34 m  while the total thickness of the bilayers is 

50 m .  It should be noted here that the FOC with TP-P bilayer is chosen for this 

experiment since the dynamic range of its CPA is higher than that with CP-P or TP-CP 

bilayer. Figure 4.6 (a) plots the phase angles of the measured impedance values. The 

figure clearly shows that the CPA of the FOC with TP-P bilayer increases as TR  is 

changed from 0.33 to 0.66. By fitting a constant to phase angle samples measured 

between 150 kHz and 15 MHz, the CPA values for the FOCs with single layers of P 

and TP and bilayers with 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 0.66TR =  are found to be -83º  
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Figure 4.6. Electrical characterization of bilayer FOCs. (a) The measured phase 

angle versus frequency for FOCs with single layers of P and TP and bilayers of TP-P 

with thickness ratio 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 0.66TR = . The inset shows the 

normalized histogram of the phase angle variation. (b) The measured impedance 

magnitude versus frequency for the FOCs with single layers of P and TP and bilayers 

of TP-P with thickness ratio 0.33TR = , 0.50TR = , and 0.66TR = .  The slope of 

the lines represents the exponent of the element constant  . 

 

and -65º and -81º, -77º, and -74º, respectively. The inset in Figure 4.6(a) shows the 

histogram of the variation in the estimated CPA (for all FOCs considered). 

Figure 4.6(b) plots the magnitude of the impedance for the same FOCs versus 

the frequency (in 10log  scale). The values of the CPA, which are obtained by fitting 

line equations to the impedance magnitude samples measured between 150 kHz and 15  
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Figure 4.7. The CPA versus thickness ratio TR  for the FOC with TP-P bilayer. 

Dotted curve represents the linear equation fit to the measured CPA.  

 

MHz, match well with the CPA values obtained by fitting a constant to the measured 

phase angle samples.  

As shown in Figure 4.7, one can come up with a simple but effective empirical 

relationship between the CPA and the TR  of an FOC with TP-P bilayer. This 

relationship is obtained by fitting a line equation to the CPA values obtained as 

described above. The empirical relation provided in Figure 4.7 provides a recipe for 

designing an FOC with the desired CPA. 

 Furthermore, the stability of the phase angle of fabricated FOC against 

temperature and operation voltage are also tested. Figure 4.8(a) plots the phase angle 

of CP versus frequency at different temperatures. The phase angle changed by 2.5   for 

a change of temperature from 20 C to 40C. This corresponds to a 0.125 /1C which 
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Figure 4.8. Temperature and voltage stability of FOC. a) The measured phase angle 

from CP versus frequency at different temperatures. Inset shows the change of mean 

CPA versus temperature. b) Measured phase angle from CP versus frequency at 

different applied voltages. The inset shows the change of mean CPA versus applied 

voltages. 

  

is acceptable compared to state of the art. Temperature sensitivity of CPA of the 

ferroelectric polymer based FOC could be explained with phenomena of dielectric 

relaxations where the abundant dipoles in the polymers undergo relaxations with the 

presence of an external electric field. Temperature also affects the motion of dipoles,  
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Figure 4.9. The derived pseudo-capacitance versus frequency from 150 kHz up to 

10 MHz for CP for various thickness at constant CPA as shown inset. 

 

so the overall dielectric properties of polymer: real and imaginary part of dielectric 

constant, relaxation time and its distribution, and as well as phase angle is changing 

with temperature [63]. Furthermore, we tested the applied voltage sensitivity of CPA 

of the same FOC. As clearly seen from Figure 4.8(b), no significant change in CPA is 

observed between applied 5mV and 1V (Minimum and maximum limit of the Agilent 

4294A instrument). 

The approach proposed in this paper addresses most disadvantages of existing 

methods developed for fabricating FOCs. First, the proposed fabrication process is  

straightforward and cheap, whereas the nanocomposite-based fabrication methods [34, 

35] are expensive and complicated. The FOCs fabricated using the method proposed 

here are PCB compatible, while liquid-based electrochemical FOCs [38] cannot be  

easily integrated with electronic circuits. The CPA of the fractal FOCs cannot be 
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changed and has large variations/ripples [41]. Also, external power is required to use 

the OTA based emulator FOCs, however, proposed FOC is passive device [42]. The 

impedance approximation methods making use of the resistor and capacitor (RC) 

networks to approximate fractional order behavior, require a large number of circuit 

elements to design and fabricate the FOC [37, 51]. Whereas, the FOC proposed here is 

a single-component.  

In summary, P(VDF)-based polymers with bilayer structures are used to 

fabricate PCB compatible FOCs. A simple solution using the drop cast approach to 

form the layers facilitates the manipulation of the effective dielectric properties. Our 

approach ultimately controls the FOCs’ CPAs between -65º to -83º. Deriving an 

empirical relationship between thickness ratio of the layers and the CPA provides 

immense freedom for designing FOC with the desired CPA. The structural composition 

of the bilayer polymer dielectric is investigated using XRD, which confirms that the 

peak intensities of P and TP are proportional to the thickness ratio. No additional peaks 

are observed confirming that no additional complex molecular structures are generated  

at the interface. The low cost and straightforward fabrication method proposed here 

produces a PCB compatible FOC with a tunable CPA in a wide band of operation 

frequency. It is important to mention that pseudo-capacitance and as well as impedance  

magnitude of FOCs could be changed at fixed CPA by manipulating the overall 

thickness of final film without changing the thickness ratio of layers as shown in Figure 

Table 4.1.  A comparison of the ferroelectric FOCs with this work 

FOC type FOC origin CPA range ,   

[degree] 

CPZ 

[Hz]) 

Pros and Cons 

Polymer blends 

 

polymer dielectric  

 

[-65, -83] 1×105‒1×107 Blend composition dependent CPA , 

Need derived equation to estimate resulting CPA  

Polymer bilayer 

(This work) 

polymer dielectric  

 

[-65, -83] 1×105‒1×107 Thickness ratio dependent CPA , 

Formula to estimate resulting CPA is provided  
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4.9. Furthermore, the advantages of proposed FOC over the ferroelectric polymer 

blends type FOC is provided in Table 4.1. These properties render these layered 

ferroelectric polymer-based FOCs one of the top potential candidates for advanced 

electronic applications.   
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CHAPTER 5: An ultra-broadband single-component 

fractional-order capacitor using MoS2-ferroelectric polymer 

composite 

5.1  Background and motivation 

Over the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in designing and 

fabricating fractional-order capacitors (FOCs) for various applications [1, 8, 33, 35, 38, 

41, 84-88]. Thanks to the additional parameter, namely the fractional order FOCs offer 

increased flexibility in modeling and designing various electrical devices and systems, 

such as filters [89, 90], oscillators [65, 91], neural circuits [33], transmission lines [92], 

supercapacitors and batteries [11, 93-96], impedance matching networks [24], phase-

locked loops [97], and PID controllers [98], and open the door to several 

unconventional properties that can not be obtained using traditional circuit elements. 

For example, unlike an conventional capacitor, an FOC supports a capacitive memory, 

which enables temporal history of signals to be “stored” by electrical circuits, and 

therefore it can be used to more accurately mimick/model electrical pulses 

communicated by neurons [33] and memory regeneration phenomena observed in 

dielectrics [99, 100]. Another example is the use of an FOC in a temperature controller 

instead of a conventional controller: The FOC reduces drastically both the overshoot 

amplitude and the time required to stabilize the temperature [8].  

One method of realizing an FOC in an electrical circuit is to represent it in terms 

of a chain network of resistors and capacitors (RC). The resulting circuit’s overall 

impedance yields a transfer function with a non-integer order [37, 44, 47]. However, 
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oftentimes, the number of resistors and capacitors in the RC network is very high 

(adding an extra weight/cost to the system) and/or their resistance and capacitance 

values are impractical. To alleviate these bottlenecks, a method, which realize the 

response of the RC network, using a microscale structure consisting of 

polyevinelidenefluoride (PVDF) ferroelectric polymer composites embedding carbon-

based nanomaterials, particularly reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets and multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [35, 84, 101]. The constant phase angle (CPA) 

of the impedance of an FOC, which is fabricated using any one of these composites, 

can be controlled by changing the volume ratio of the fillers and the type of polymer in 

the composite. It should be noted here the term CPA comes from the assumption that 

phase angle of the FOC’s impedance remains unchanged in a frequency band. This 

frequency band is conveniently termed constant phase zone (CPZ). Even though the 

CPA of the FOCs fabricated using polymer composites is tunable, their CPZ has been 

limited to 2.5 decades, between 50 kHz-10 MHz. It is clear that these FOCs are not 

suitable for many electronic systems, which work at low frequencies, such as fractional 

controllers [8], and neural networks [17, 33, 102].  

To aleviate this problem, in this work an FOC is fabricated using PDVF polymer 

composites embedding molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) nanosheets (see Figure 5. 1(a)). 

The resulting FOC’s CPZ is five decades wide changing from 100 Hz-10 MHz (see 

Figure 5.1(b)). This is the largest bandwidth of operation that has been reported for an 

FOC so far. 
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Figure 5.1. FOC. (a) 3D schematics (b) Phase angle response of FOCs with 

PVDF-TrFE-CFE and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE. 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

MoS2 belongs to the family of two dimensional (2D) transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMD) materials with general formula MX2, where M is a transition 

metal and X is a group VI element such as S, Se, and Te [103, 104]. A bulk MoS2 

material could be exfoliated into nanosheets by using a liquid solution to break the van 

der Waals forces between flakes [105, 106]. MoS2 acts as a semiconductor; in addition, 

it has excellent mechanical properties. These properties render MoS2-polymer 

composites (where MoS2 is the filler) good candidates for fabricating electrical and 

optoelectronic devices [107-110].  

In this work, it is demonstrated that MoS2-PVDF ferroelectric polymer 

composites result in a broadband CPZ when they are used to fabricate FOCs. This 

broadband response results from the cumulative effect three mechanisms on the 

composite’s electrical properties: Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars relaxation [111, 112], the 

frequency-dependent phase angle of MoS2 [due to its semiconducting nature [113]] and 

dipolar relaxation of ferroelectric polymers [85, 114]. By carefully selecting the 

parameters of the composite (i.e host, filler, filler ratio), the spectra of these three 
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mechanisms can be moved to overlap, which eventually yields a CPA with a broadband 

CPZ. The with different CPA level can be obtained by adjusting the volume ratio of 

MoS2 and/or using a different type of ferroelectric polymer (since every ferroelectric 

polymer’s dipolar relaxation frequency is different [85, 114]). 

To prepare the composite, 200 mg Polyevinelidenefluoride-trifluoroethylene–

chlorofluoroethylene (PVDF-TrFE-CFE) is dissolved in a 2ml solvent, N, N-

Dimethylformamide (DMF), under constant stirring at room temperature for two days 

to obtain 0.1 g / ml polymer solution. MoS2 nanosheets are prepared from a powder 

which consists of MoS2 particles with average dimension of 2  mm , using a solution 

phase exfoliation method [105]. First, MoS2 powder is dispersed in DMF at a 

concentration of 20 mg / ml and stirred for two hours using a tip-type sonicator (175 W, 

35 % amplitude, 10 sec ON, 5 sec OFF). Then, 80 % of the solution is collected from 

top and the DMF is evaporated in freezer dryer. Afterwards, MoS2 nanosheets dispersed 

again in DMF at the desired concentration using ultrasonication bath for two hours and 

the resulting solution is mixed with the PVDF-TrFE-CFE solution in proportion. The 

final mixture is first stirred for 24 hours at room temperature, then further stirred for 

one hour using a tip-type sonicator before drop casting. The composite solutions are 

drop-casted onto a 200 nm Au-deposited SiO2 / Si substrate and dried for 12 hours at 

110 ºC under vacuum. A circular Au electrode with 3 mm diameter and 200 nm 

thickness is deposited using a shadow mask to permit the fabrication of nine individual 

FOCs on a 2 cm × 2 cm sample area. Finally, the sample is flip-bonded on a printed 

circuit board (PCB), so that each capacitor has a separate connection for the electrical 
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measurements. Note that the thickness of the composite film can be fabriacted within 

the range of 20 – 60 
 mm by varying the concentration of the cast solution.  

The cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the composite 

film with fMoS2 = 0.25 is shown in Figure 5.2(a). Here, fMoS2 is the volume ratio of MoS2 

to the overall volume of the composite. The image shows that the MoS2 nanosheets are 

distributed uniformly inside the composite. During the mixing process, the polymer 

chains wrap the MoS2 nanosheets and avoid the aggregation of MoS2. The transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) image [Figure 5.2(b)] shows an exfoliated MoS2 nanosheet 

with 1000 nm lateral size. The Fourier transform of the TEM image [inset of Figure 

5.2(b)] shows the clear hexagonal symmetry of the nanosheet. Furthermore, the 

comparison of X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the composite film with fMoS2 = 0.25 

and the PVDF-TrFE-CFE film are provided in Figure 5.2(c). Note that the XRD spectra 

are normalized with respect to the gold peak at 38º for both structures. The XRD 

spectrum of the PVDF-TrFE-CFE film shows an intense peak at 18.2º corresponding 

to a (111) plane. As expected, the composite film also exhibits a similar peak at 18.2º 

but with a smaller amplitude as shown in the inset of Figure 5.2(c). An additional peak 

is observed at 14.5º in the spectrum of the composite film due to (002) plane of MoS2. 

This is consistent with the results that have been reported in the literature [115]. The 

XRD spectrum of the composite also confirms that no additional complex molecular 

structures are formed at the interface. Figure 5.2(d) shows the photographs of flexible, 

and rollable composite film and ready-to-use FOC, respectively. 
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5.3 Results 

Next, the performance of the FOCs fabricated using MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE 

composites with different fMoS2  values is evaluated and compared to that of the state-

of-art of FOCs fabricated using rGO: PVDF-TrFE-CFE and MWCNT: PVDF-TrFE-

CFE composites (recipe in [35] is used to fabricate the these composite films). An 

Agilent 4994A precision impedance analyzer with the 16048G fixture is used to 

measure the magnitude and phase angle of the FOCs’ impedance in the frequency range 

between 100 Hz and 10 MHz. The amplitude of the applied voltage is 500 mV. The 

thickness of all films used for fabricating the FOCs is 30 m  unless otherwise stated. 

 
Figure 5.2. Material characterization of the developed FOC. (a) Cross-

sectional SEM image MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite. (b) TEM image of exfoliated 

MoS2 nanosheet from MoS2 bulk powder. The Fourier transform of the image (inset) 

shows the clear hexagonal symmetry of thin nanosheet (c) XRD pattern of PVDF-TrFE-

CFE and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite (d) Photograph of flexible/rollable 

composite and final device.  
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Figure 5.3. Electrical characterization of FOCs fabricated using different 

composites. The measured phase angle of the FOCs fabricated using (a) MoS2: PVDF-

TrFE-CFE composite, (b) MWCNT: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite, and (c) rGO: 

PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite. 

 

 Figures 5.3(a)-5.3(c) compare the phase angle measured for the FOC fabricated 

using only the PVDF-TrFE-CFE film to that for the FOCs fabricated using the 

composites of PVDF-TrFE-CFE and fillers MoS2, rGO, and MWCNT, respectively. 
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Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) clearly show that the phase angle level in 50 kHz-10 MHz 

range is increased by introducing the conductive fillers rGO and MWCNT into the 

PVDF-TrFE-CFE films. This could be explained with the overlap of two phenomena. 

1). Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars relaxation that occurs at the interface of filler and polymer 

matrix. Large difference in the permittivity and conductivity of the filler and the 

polymer results in separation of charges at their interface. The interfacial polarization 

can not follow the polarity change in the applied voltage, therefore Maxwell Wagner 

Sillars relaxation takes place [111]. 2). Dipolar relaxation that takes place at 

intermediate frequencies due to the lack of the alignment response of the abundant 

dipoles in the polymer to the polarity change of the applied voltage [85]. Adding more 

fillers results in shifting of Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars relaxation towards higher 

frequencies. Therefore, the overlap between the two phenomena increases the phase 

angle level of the composite at the frequency zone where the dipolar relaxation occurs. 

This bandwidth, which is termed CPZ earlier in the paper, defines the band of operation 

frequency for the FOC. If the maximum difference between the measured phase angle 

and the CPA (computed by averaging the measured phase angle) is set to 4  [41], the 

CPZ becomes 2.5 decades wide between 50 kHz and 10 MHz. This is consistent with 

the results recently reported in the literature [35, 60].  

The most striking feature of the MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite over the rGO: 

PVDF-TrFE-CFE and MWCNT: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composites is the formation of a 

new phase peak on the frequency spectrum in addition to the common two polarization 

relaxation phase peaks as more MoS2 fillers are added to the composite. 
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Figure 5.4. Electrical characterization. The phase angle response of fabricated 

capacitors using (a) MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite (b) rGO: PVDF-TrFE-CFE 

composite (c) MWCNT: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite. The measured magnitude 

impedance of FOCs with (d) MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite (e) rGO: PVDF-

TrFE-CFE composite (f) MWCNT: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite. Note: The legend, 

TP is a shortened form of PVDF-TrFE-CFE. 

 

Figure 5.4(a) shows that this new phase peak is sensitive to the value of fMoS2. 

The frequency range, where the phase peak takes place also coincides with the phase 

transition region of MoS2. This introduces an additional parameter to design the 

spectrum of phase angle of the resulting FOC: By changing fMoS2, locations of three 

phase angle peaks in the spectrum could be adjusted, which in return affects CPA and 

CPZ. For instance, for fMoS2 = 0.25, CPA = 58−   and CPZ becomes five decades wide 

between 100 Hz and 10 MHz [Figure 5.3(a)] which is the broadest bandwidth reported 

for an FOC so far.  
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Figure 5.5. The FOC fabricated using MoS2: PVDF based ferroelectric polymer 

composites. The measured phase angle versus frequency and the real part of the 

impedance  ¢Z  versus imaginary part of the impedance  ¢¢Z  (which are computed 

using the measured values of the phase angle and the impedance magnitude) (Nyquist 

plot) for the FOCs fabricated using (a)-(b) PVDF polymer and MoS2: PVDF composite, 

(c)-(d) PVDF-TrFE and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE composite and (e)-(f) PVDF-TrFE-CFE 

polymer and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite.  
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This concept is extended to other MoS2-ferroelectric polymer composites to 

realize FOCs with different CPAs. Figures 5.5(a), 5.5(c) and 5.5(e) plot the phase angle 

of the FOCs fabricated using PVDF, MoS2: PVDF with fMoS2 = 0.10, 

Polyevinelidenefluoride-trifluoroethylene (PVDF-TrFE), MoS2: PVDF-TrFE with 

fMoS2 = 0.15, PVDF-TrFE-CFE and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE with fMoS2 = 0.25 films 

versus frequency. As reported [85], the phase angle peaks different from 90−   are 

observed at 150 kHz-10 MHz due to the dipolar polarization of permanent dipoles in 

ferroelectric polymers. Inclusion of MoS2 in the composites slightly increases their 

CPA values to 80.6−  , 70.3−  , and 58−   from 82.64−  , 76.34−  , and 64.58−   

for PVDF, PVDF-TrFE, and PVDF-TrFE-CFE, respectively. The relationship between 

real and imaginary parts of the impedance (Nyquist plot) of the FOCs fabricated using 

polymers and composites are provided in Figures. 5.5(b), 5.5(d), and 5.5(f). Here, it is 

important to note that the nonlinear relationship between real and imaginary part of 

impedances in polymers becomes linear in composites (SI sectionS4). The slopes of 

these linear relations in Figures. 5.5(b), 5.5(d), and 5.5(f) are 4.90, 2.40, and 1.69 and 

they correspond to the CPA values of 78.6−  , 69.1−   and 59.3−   for MoS2: PVDF, 

MoS2: PVDF-TrFE, and MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE respectively. These values are in 

agreement with the CPA values obtained by averaging [Figures. 5.5(a), 5.5(c), and 

5.5(e)] 

Finally, the oscillation frequencies of two Wien oscillators, one with two FOCs 

with same order but with different pseudo-capacitances [Figure 5.6(a)] and another one 
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with two conventional capacitors with different capacitances are compared. The 

oscillation frequency 
oscf  of the Wien oscillator built using the FOCs is given by [116]  

1
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1 2
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1 2

f
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is satisfied. Here, 
 
C

1a
and 

 
C

2a
are the pseudo-capacitances measured in units of 1F s−

, a  is the order of FOCs, 
  
R

1
 and 

  
R

2
are resistance values of the resistors, which are 

used to tune the values of 
 
f

osc
, and 

  
R

3 
and 

 
R

FB 
are the resistance values of  the 

resistors, which form the feedback network. First, 
 
f

osc
 is computed using Eq. (1) for 

values of a  changing between 0.2 and 1 while 1C 30 =
1nF s−  and 2C 50 =

1nF s− . Figure 5.6(b) plots 
 
f

osc
 versus a  and shows that 

 
f

osc 
could be increased 

significantly by only slightly decreasing a . Next, Wien oscillator is built by using two 

conventional capacitors with a capacitance of 30  nFand 50  nF . Figure 5.6(c) plots 

the amplitude of the conventional oscillator’s output voltage showing that the 

oscillation frequency is 4.11 kHz.  When conventional capacitors are replaced with 

the FOCs with 0 66. = , 1 30C   = 0.34nF s− , and 2 50C   =
0.34nF s−  (fabricated 

using the MoS2: PVDF-TrFE-CFE composite), the oscillation frequency increases to 

770.19 kHz [Figure 5.6(d)], which corresponds to 185 times the oscillation frequency 

of the Wien oscillator built using the two identical conventional capacitors. It should 

be noted here using 1 =  and 0 66. =  in Equation 5.1 yields oscillation 

frequencies of 4.18 kHz and 773.5 kHz respectively. These values are in  
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Figure 5.6. Wien oscillator. (a) Schematic and realization
  
R

1
= R

2
= 1 kW , and 

  
R

3
= 4.7 kW  (b) Calculated oscillation frequency versus a  (c) Measured output 

voltage for  a = 1 and (d) measured output voltage for 0 66= .  

 

good agreement with experimental results given above. The Wien oscillator example 

presented here demonstrates FOCs’ suitability for high frequency applications such as 

RF transceivers, smartphones, laptops, and temperature regulators. 

Next, the performances of the FOCs fabricated in this work are compared to 

those of the previously developed single-component FOCs. Table 5.1 clearly shows 

that the FOCs fabricated using the MoS2-ferroelectric composites outperform all of the 

other FOCs when it comes to the bandwidth of the CPZ . It is important to mention here 

that, previously developed FOCs do not only suffer from narrow CPZs,but also have 
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other shortcomings that limit their use in modern electronics devices and systems. For 

instance, liquid-based electrochemical (LEB) FOCs can not be integrated with 

microelectronics [38], the CPA of fractal tree (FT) FOCs can not be  [41], the FOCs 

making use of operational trans-conductance amplifiers (OTAs) are power hungry [43, 

117, 118], and the CPA of the FOCs fabricated using carbon-ferroelectric polymer 

composites is very sensitive to filler ratio of the carbon [35, 84] and it has a low dynamic 

range [60]. On the other hand, the FOCs proposed in this work are fully compatible 

with PCBs, passive, and have a stable CPA over a broader frequency range. Table1: A 

comparison of the performances of the single-component FOCs. 

 

FOC type Constant 

phase angle 

[degree] 

Constant 

phase zone  

[Hz] 

FT, Chaos Soliton Fractal, 2005 [41]  -36,-45 3×103‒1×106 

(2.5 decades) 

LEB, IEEE Tran. Electron Dev, 2011 [38]  [-5,-15] 9×103‒3×105 

(1.5 decades) 

rGO-polymer composite, Appl. Phys. Letts, 2013 [35]  [-30,-67] 5×104‒2×106  

(1.6 decades) 

MWCNT-epoxy composite, Appl. Phys. Letts, 2017 [84]  [-45,-85] 2×105‒2×107  

(2.0 decades) 

Ferroelectric polymer, ChemElectroChem, 2017 [85]  [-65,-83] 1×105‒1×107  

(2.0 decades) 

Ferroelectric polymer layer, AIP adv, 2017 [60]  [-65,-83] 1.5×105‒1×107  

(1.8 decades) 

CMOS-based emulator, IEEE Trans.Circuit.Syst. II, Exp. Briefs, 2018 [118] [-20,-75] 1×101‒1×103 

(2.0 decades) 

MWCNT-polymer composite, J.Phys.D, 2018 [101] [-7,-65] 1.5×105‒2×106  

(1.1 decades) 

MoS2-ferroelectric polymer composite (This work ) [-58,-80] 1×102‒1×107 

(5.0 decades) 
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In conclusion, it is shown in this work that a class of FOCs that are fabricated 

using MoS2-PVDF ferroelectric polymer composites exhibits a tunable but stable CPA 

over a broad CPZ. The MoS2 nanosheets, which are used as fillers in polymers, are 

exfoliated from a bulk MoS2 powder by breaking van der Waals forces between layers. 

The cross-sectional SEM image shows that the exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets are 

distributed uniformly inside the polymer without any aggregation. Furthermore, the. 

structural composition of the composite is investigated using XRD, which confirms that 

no additional complex molecular structures are generated. The CPA of the fabricated 

FOCs stays constant between 100 Hz and 10 MHz with a variation of only 4  . This 

CPZ, which is five-decades wide, is not only the broadest among those of the FOCs 

fabricated using composite films but is also the broadest among those of any single-

component FOC that has been fabricated so far. All in all, this study demonstrates that 

a large family of semiconductor can be used to fabricate FOCs that outperform those 

which have been reported so far in literature.  
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CHAPTER 6: FUTUREWORK 

6.1   Fractional-order inductor.  

So far, we have only discussed FOC design. In future work, we will focus on 

the fractional-order inductor (FOI) design. Contrary to FOCs, FOIs exhibit positive 

phase angles between 0 and 90 degrees, and their impedance increases along with the 

frequency. The relevant frequency-dependent impedance equation ( Z
) is expressed 

as follows: 

( )Z j L


 =  

where   is the power,   denotes the angular frequency ( 2 f = ), and L
 is 

the pseudo-inductance of the FOI.  

Main concepts behind FOC and FOI are summarized and compared in Figures. 

6.1(a) [2]-[28].  

 

Figure 6.1 a) displays FOC and FOI classifications, and (b, c) circuit diagrams of the 

fractional-order RC and RL circuits with their phasor diagrams, respectively. 
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Thus, using FOCs and FOIs in any circuit allows for the design of electrical circuits 

with the desired transfer function since they provide an additional degree of freedom. 

For instance, Figure. 6.1(b) shows basic FOC-R and FOI-R circuits and their impedance 

representations [28]:  

( )eq RZ Z Z R j C


  − = + = +  

 

 

Similarly, employing both FOCs and FOIs together in circuits would provide designers 

two additional degrees of freedom over classical LC circuits. Their potential use in 

electronics, such as in filters, oscillators, and RF-impedance matching networks, have 

been discussed previously in the literature [28]. 

6.2 FOI implementation 

The existing reports on the practical implementation of FOIs focus on the general 

impedance converter (GIC), as shown in Figures. 6.2 [26], [119]. First, an FOC is built 

with any of the models discussed in Chapter 1; then, the impedance converters convert 

the overall impedance to the impedance of the FOI.  

 

( )eq RZ Z Z R j L


  − = + = +
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Figure. 6.2. General impedance converter circuit used for the realization of an FOI. 

Even though almost all the reciprocal results regarding FOCs have been reported using 

the GIC model, this model suffers from two major shortcomings:  

1. Power hungry. A GIC circuit contains amplifiers that need extra power to 

operate. This model could be used in demonstrations of fancy fractional-order 

systems; however, from a designer’s perspective, it is not practical. 

2. Bulky. In addition to an FOC, a GIC circuit contains a number of circuit 

elements that add extra volume, weight, and cost to the system, but there is a 

great demand for low-cost and lightweight systems.  

To solve these bottlenecks, we are planning to work to design a single-component, 

passive FOI using magnetic nanocomposites as a filler material in inductors.  

6.3 Planar inductor and magnetic nanocomposites 

Figures 6.3. Schematic of the prototype on-chip inductor with a single-layer planar coil 

design with a magnetic nanoparticle-filled dielectric composite [120].  
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Planar inductors on chips with high inductance and high-quality factors have been at 

the center of research interest for almost a half century, along with the rapid 

miniaturization of electronics. Since the inductance of such planar inductors directly 

relates to geometry, shrinking the size reduces the inductance of the planar inductor. To 

increase the inductance per volume, several groups of researchers have recently focused 

on increasing the permeability of the medium using magnetic nanoparticle-filled 

dielectric nanocomposites, as shown in Figure. 6.3 [120]. These researchers managed 

to achieve several folds of inductance in a given volume by employing soft 

nanomagnetic particles, which have very low imaginary relative permeability. Thus, if 

nanomagnetic particles with comparably similar real and imaginary relative 

permeabilities were employed, it would be possible to design an FOI with the desired 

phase angles since inductance is directly proportional to the permittivity of a medium.  
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